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In isotopically labeled macromolecules, it is possible to excite
he signal of a selected proton by shuttling magnetization back and
orth between the chosen proton and a heteronucleus such as 13C
r 15N, using two-way doubly selective heteronuclear cross-polar-
zation. Selective excitation of a chosen proton can be followed by
omonuclear coherence transfer to identify side-chain resonances
f the corresponding amino acid in proteins. The resulting one-
imensional experiments yield information that can usually only
e obtained from three-dimensional HSQC–TOCSY spectra. The
ethod also provides efficient suppression of solvent signals with-

ut affecting resonances close to the solvent peak. © 1999 Academic

ress

Key Words: selective excitation; cross-polarization in liquids;
abeled macromolecules; selective TOCSY.

Much has been written about the virtues of selective e
ation in magnetic resonance (1). Crowded spectra can
nraveled in exquisite detail (2–4). Band-selective versions
ultidimensional spectra can provide excellent resolu

5, 6). Cumbersome three- or four-dimensional spectra ca
educed to two- or one-dimensional spectra (1, 7). Doubly
elective homonuclear coherence transfer allows one to
ure relaxation rates of individual protons (8, 9). Synchronou
utation (10) and doubly selective inversion (11) make it
ossible to measure Overhauser effects while suppressin
iffusion (12). All of these selective methods normally rely
variety of amplitude- and phase-modulated pulses (13, 14).
Unfortunately, these ideas are not truly suitable for ma
olecules with severely overlapping proton spectra. The

rowded the spectra, the longer the selective pulses need
nd the greater the toll taken by transverse relaxation
volution under homonuclear couplings during the pu
ypically, a selective Gaussian 270° pulse must be as lo
0 ms to excite a multiplet of 30 Hz width without pha
istortion, leading to prohibitive losses in signal amplitud
acromolecules. For this reason, one is usually compell

esort to cumbersome three- and four- dimensional met
15).

In this Communication, we propose a way to extend
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enefits of selective experiments to isotopically labeled ma
olecules. Selective heteronuclear cross-polarization u

wo weak radio-frequency fields has been shown to be
ffective in transfering magnetization from a selected proto

scalar-coupled heteronucleus (16). Two-way coherenc
ransfer I3 S3 I can be carried out within an interval on t
rder of 2t 5 2(1JIS)

21 (e.g., 2t 5 20 ms if 1JIS 5 100 Hz).
elective spin-locking effectively decouples homonucleaJ-
ouplings, which helps to minimize signal losses.
The principle is illustrated in Fig. 1. TheI x magnetization o
nucleus that one wishes to excite selectively (usually1H) is

ransformed by cross-polarization intoSx magnetization of a
nucleus (13C or 15N). Provided that the RF fields applied

oth I and S spins are weak (typically about1JIS/ 2), the
artmann–Hahn condition (17) need not be fulfilled accurate
nd inhomogeneous RF fields do not significantly affect

ransfer efficiency (16). Both intervalst1 5 t2 are set approx
mately to (1JIS)

21. The carrier frequencies of the I and
hannels must be set to the chemical shifts of selected I a
esonances, which can be taken from a heteronuclear co
ion HSQC spectrum such as that shown in Fig. 2 (in this c
biquitin, with 76 amino acids, 8.5 kDa,tc ; 4 ns at 300 K
nd a typical amide proton T2 ; 40 ms). In analogy t

echniques employing broadband cross-polarization (18), gra-
ients and RF pulses are used to destroy residual transver

ongitudinal proton magnetization (in particular solvent m
etization), while the15N magnetization of interest is stor
long thez axis. Note that the suppression of the solvent si

s excellent without resorting to selective proton pulses
radient labeling methods.
Figure 3c shows the amide proton of glutamine Q62

biquitin detected immediately after the second cross-pola
ion step (i.e., by skipping the TOCSY sequence in Fig. 1).
uccess of the method depends on the selectivity of th
elds during two-way doubly selective cross-polarization,
n the fact that the relevant cross peak must be resolved
SQC spectrum (a condition which must also be fulfilled

he success of 3D experiments). In Fig. 2, the Q62 si
ppears fairly close to the D21 signal (shifted by 0.3 and
pm in the1H and15N dimensions, which at 300 MHz amoun

o 100 and 25 Hz, respectively) (19, 20). In Fig. 2, a simulate
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FIG. 1. Sequence for excitation of a selected proton in an isotopically labeled macromolecule, followed by total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY). Narvertical
ars indicate 90° pulses. The duration of the two cross-polarization intervalst1 5 t2 is set in the vicinity of (1JIS)

21 (i.e., 10.9 ms for I5 1H and S5 15N in amides
ith JIS 5 92 Hz). The carrier frequencies of the I and S channels are set to the chemical shifts of selected I and S resonances. The two weak RF fields haveely
qual amplitudes on the order of1JIS/2 (ca. 40 Hz). Unless indicated otherwise, the phases of the pulses are along thex axis. The following four-step phase cycle is us

1 5 y, y, 2y, 2y, f2 5 y, 2y, y, 2y, receiver5 x, 2x, 2x, x. The gradientG0 allows one to destroy residual transverse proton magnetization, while the comb
f n 908 pulses on the proton channel followed byn gradientsGi allows one to destroy longitudinal proton magnetization (typically,n 5 2 in our experiments). Th

5N magnetization of interest is stored along thez axis during this purging procedure. If the signal is detected immediately after the second cross-polarization
f the TOCSY sequence is skipped), one obtains the signal of only the selected proton. If a TOCSY sequence is inserted prior to signal acquisition, one obtains signal
f all protons belonging to the same scalar coupling network. The MLEV-17 pulse sequence is preceded and followed by trim pulses.
ed
ntour li
shown.

0.9 ms. The
FIG. 2. Experimental HSQC spectrum of 1.5 mM15N-labeled ubiquitin (VLI Research) in H2O:D2O 5 9:1 obtained at 300 MHz. A calculat
wo-dimensional offset dependence of the efficiency of heteronuclear two-way cross-polarization is overlaid with the Q62 cross peak. The cones
orrespond to 20, 50, and 90% yield of excitation. In the top left corner a one-dimensional cross section at the nitrogen resonance frequency isThe
eteronuclear scalar coupling used in the simulations was 90 Hz, while the spin-locking fields had amplitudes of 40 Hz each and a duration of 1
fficiency of excitation drops below 50% at offsets of622 Hz and below 20% at offsets of630 Hz in either proton or nitrogen-15 dimensions.
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wo-dimensional offset profile (calculated with the GAMM
rogram (21) using parameters corresponding to experime
onditions, without considering relaxation effects) is supe
osed on the Q62 peak. A one-dimensional cross section
itrogen resonance is shown in the top left corner. At offse
22 Hz in either proton or nitrogen dimensions, the efficie
f the two-way transfer drops to less than 50%. Even at
Hz, the selectivity of our experiments is sufficient. If

ignals were contaminated by nearby cross peaks, the
ivity could be improved by optimizing the shapes of the

FIG. 3. (a) Selective excitation of the amide proton of isoleucine I3
biquitin using the sequence of Fig. 1 without TOCSY and with
olvent suppression cycles (n 5 2 in Fig. 1). The RF amplitudes durin
ross-polarization were about 40 Hz (1JIS 5 92 Hz) for both1H and 15N
hannels. (b) Conventional proton spectrum of ubiquitin at 300
ecorded with15N decoupling and excitation sculpting using two selec
80° pulses of 6 ms each and four gradients of 1 ms each (overall du
9 ms). The intensities of the I36 amide proton signals in (a) and (b
qual, as shown by the enlargements. (c) Selective excitation of the
roton of glutamine Q62 using the same RF amplitudes as in (a
ignals obtained with TOCSY (mixing time 65 ms, two trim pulses of 2
ach), showing all protons belonging to the coupling network of Q62.
F amplitude during the MLEV-17 sequence was 2.5 kHz. For spect
nd (d), 512 scans were accumulated in 15 min. The vertical scale of

wice that of (c). Spectra (a) and (b) were obtained with 64 scans in 2
nd identical receiver gain.
l
-
the
f

y
0

ec-

elds during cross-polarization or by using higher static m
etic fields.
In Figs. 3a and 3b, the amplitude of the amide proto

soleucine I36 in ubiquitin obtained with two-way cross-po
zation (which automatically achieves solvent suppression
een compared with a signal recorded after simple 90° p
xcitation, combined with excitation sculpting (22) to suppres

he solvent peak. The two amplitudes are similar, indica
hat signal losses incurred during two-way cross-polariza
22 ms total duration) are comparable to losses suffered d
xcitation sculpting (sequence of 29 ms). The absolute los
een measured by applying our selective excitation sch

wice in a row and dividing the amplitude of the result
ignal with that of the regular scheme (results not shown).
osses were 40% in ubiquitin and are almost entirely du
elaxation (16).

Selective excitation can be followed by a wide variety
echniques for coherent or incoherent transfer of magne
ion. In particular, one can insert a mixing period where
itudinal or transverse magnetization is allowed to mig

hrough cross-relaxation in the manner of NOESY or ROE
or the sake of illustration, we have chosen to insert a sequ

or total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) prior to sig
cquisition, so that one obtains signals for all protons bel

ng to the same scalar coupling network of the proton tha
een excited selectively (2–4). In Fig. 3d, an MLEV-17 se
uence of 65 ms duration was preceded and followed by
ulses of 2 ms duration each. No further measures were n

o suppress the water resonance. One can identify signals
H, CaH, two CbH’s, and two CgH’s of glutamine Q62 in
biquitin (19, 20). The CaH signal is very close to the wat
ignal. The total integrated intensity of these signals amo
o 56% of the intensity of the Q62 NH signal in Fig. 3c, th
llowing one to measure losses due to relaxation in the c
f the homonuclear Hartmann–Hahn (TOCSY) transfer. If

15N nuclei were not decoupled during proton acquisition,
an determine short- and long-range couplingsnJ( 15N, 1H)
rom the multiplets. The information in Fig. 3c is similar
hat could be obtained from 3D HSQC–TOCSY spectra,
nly required 15 min at 300 MHz. Quantitation of cro
elaxation (NOEs and ROEs) is equally straightforw
23).

Our approach to selective excitation exploits the presen
sotopic labels in combination with two-way doubly selec
eteronuclear cross-polarization. The method provides e

ent sensitivity and efficient solvent suppression. For sm
nd medium-size molecules such as cyclosporin, the meth
lso applicable without isotope labeling.
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